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&gt; The reason the campaign was created



T



the Real Ham Bone.

o Rodney Canutt, Teddy was

more than just family pet.

In addition to six reported

deaths, consumers say they

The Eskimo and pug mix

were hit with veterinary bills

was “our best friend, my constant

ranging from a few hundred

companion,” said the 72-year-old

dollars to more than $5,000.

retiree from Salem, Ore.

As the number of

So when the little black and

complaints began to rise,

white dog died unexpectedly on

BBB opened a second

March 30, the apparent victim of

investigation into the bones,

a widely available $3.50 pet treat,

issuing a second news release

Canutt was devastated.

in April 2015. Between the

“This has been the most

30 new complaints and

emotional event in my life,” he

information reported on social

would say just days later.

Rodney Canutt’s dog Teddy died

media and other review sites,

from splintered bone in his stomach from

For Canutt and others

BBB believed the actual

a Dynamic Pet Products Real Ham Bone.

across the nation – pet

number of consumers

owners who say their dogs

affected could be

died or suffered serious

significantly higher. So,

injuries after they were given

even as that release

Dynamic Pet Products’ Real

was issued, BBB was

Ham Bone – the initial shock

looking for new

and grief quickly turned to

ways to publicize

frustration and anger.

what it saw as a real

Yet, this was just one

and significant danger to

example in the 52 complaints

pet owners and their pets.

in our files from consumers

A team of BBB

supervisors and employees

with gravely injured or deceased

pets seeking

began meeting to

develop a systematic plan

answers from Dynamic Pet Products, the manufacturer of

to alert pet owners, retailers, the media and regulatory

the bones.

officials to the growing issue.

Why, they asked Better Business Bureau, were the

BBB staff interviewed most of the complainants at some

bones still publicly available for purchase?

length, soliciting additional detail and documents regarding

In recent months, BBB|St. Louis has been at the

their cases in order to better understand the issue.

forefront of a multi-pronged campaign to educate the

More complainants were found on internet forums, and

public about what we see as a dangerous marketplace

they were interviewed and invited to file a BBB complaint

product, one that needs to be removed immediately from

as well. By reaching out to those consumers, we ensured

retailers’ shelves.

our information was well-researched, and we established a

base of interested consumers who were invested in sharing

our message about the bones.

he issue is not new to St. Louis BBB. As early as

2010, BBB sent out a news alert about Dynamic

Pet Products, the distributor of the Real Ham Bone

Product in Washington, Missouri, pointing to consumer

ur work focused on reaching consumers and

complaints claiming that the bones splintered and became

regulators on platforms to show the dangers of a

lodged in their dogs’ gastrointestinal tracts.

product being manufactured and distributed in our

service

area.

Shortly after the release, in response to a BBB inquiry,

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration issued an alert of its

To communicate with regulatory groups, we knew we’d

own, saying pet owners should not give bones to their pets.

need a document that was eye-catching and substantive.

On June 1, 2015, BBB mailed packages to all 100 U.S.

Then, beginning in late 2014 and early 2015, the number

Senators, comprised of an illustrated report entitled

of complaints against Dynamic Pet Products showed a

“Bad Bones,” letters from BBB CEO Michelle Corey and a

dramatic jump across the country from people who bought

packaged ham bone.

the bones at national grocery chains or Walmart stores.

Their stories were tragic and often horrific. Their pets were

Sen. Claire McCaskill of Missouri, in response to the

dying or suffering serious injuries. And both the pet owners

mailing, began her own efforts to get FDA to study the

and their veterinarians were putting the blame squarely on

bones more carefully. “I don’t need to be convinced [that] a



&gt; The process
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&gt; The intended goal
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BBB’s Communications

Committee helped us formulate

a mailing campaign strategy that

included a report and an actual

Real Ham Bone to all 100 U.S.

Senators.
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Pet owners tell BBB that dog treat produced

in St. Louis area killed or injured their animals

Introduction

Over the past five years,

BBB|St. Louis received numerous

consumer complaints that a smoked

pig femur bone called Dynamic

Pet Products’ Real Ham Bone

caused serious injuries or death to

animals across the nation. The bones

are produced and sold by Frick’s

Quality Meats of Washington, Mo.

as a byproduct of the company’s

meat processing business, and are

widely available in retail stores,

including Walmart. In recent

months, an increasing number

of complaints and media reports

about the bones have resulted

in a grassroots movement to

force the company to stop

distributing the bones and

convince stores to take

Panda and

them off their shelves.



product killing families’ pets needs

to be looked into,” she said.

We contacted members of

History

the media and told them about

the Bad Bones report and our

outreach to the Senate. Because

we could present reporters with

excellent research and consumers

to interview, our story was covered

seventeen times by news stations

across the country.

Most significantly, we successfully shopped the story to

the New York Times. In the his column, David Segal wrote

“ladies and gentlemen, the Haggler presents America’s

most hated dog bone,” and discussed why the bones are

still for sale.

In order to supplement this outreach, BBB also wrote a

version of the “Bad Bones” Report to appeal to readers on

Schweenie:

injured



BBB|St. Louis received its

first consumer complaint

about the bones in 2008. In

that complaint, a woman

in O’Fallon, Mo., said she

purchased two of the ham bones and

gave them to her dogs in March of that year. She

said the bones made the animals deathly ill for two

days. “This company is selling products that are

making animals ill,” she said in her complaint.

In 2009 and 2010, consumers filed another 12

complaints about the bone. The increasing number

of reports prompted a BBB news release in

Hollie Berries:

March 2010, warning of the possible dangers

injured

posed by the bones. At that time, BBB President

and CEO Michelle Corey said that “consumers

have a right to expect that items sold commercially

for their pets will not end up causing them harm.”

In following years, the number of complaints

about the company filed with BBB decreased. But,



beginning early this year, the numbers of

complaints began to jump dramatically. In

the first five months of 2015, consumers filed

23 BBB complaints involving the product,

most from pet owners who say they believe

their dogs were injured or died from ingesting

the bones. In April, BBB issued a second

news warning, quoting pet owners about

their experiences. “I’m never going to forgive

myself,” said a California woman whose dog

died in March after eating part of one of the

bones.

To date, BBB|St. Louis has received

Teddy: deceased

complaints about the bones from 44

people. Of those cases, BBB is aware of

six deaths and numerous injuries which the

pet owners have associated with the bones.

BBB also is aware of numerous other instances

where pet owners have reported injury or death

that they believe was caused by the bones.

Consumers have reported veterinary bills

they believe were arising from injuries due to

the bones ranging from a few hundred dollars

to more than $5,000.

In recent weeks, consumers filed a federal

class action lawsuit in San Diego against

Frick’s and Dynamic Pet Products over

their distribution of the bones,

alleging fraud and negligent

Gunner: injured

misrepresentation.



Company position:

“We don’t think we

have a problem.”

David Frick with Dynamic Pet Products

told BBB that their products were stronger and

better than other bones on the market.

He said his customers are aware of the potential

problems with the bones and “they’re fine with

it.” Regarding the numerous negative statements

on the internet about the bones, Frick noted that

the complainants want to end sale of the product,

saying “these people get lathered up and they say

stuff.”

Frick likened sales of the bone to sales of toys for

children like “bicycles, skateboards and Legos” that

are potentially hazardous unless used correctly.

“It’s just like toys,” he said.

(Continued on other side)



U.S. Senator Claire McCaskill’s

office has contacted the FDA over

the Real Ham Bone complaints.

the internet. While the Bad Bones

Report focused on official data

and complaints that government

officials would find useful, our blog

“Can customers convince Dynamic

Pet Products their bones are killing

dogs?” is about the journey of

several consumers who have fought

to ban the bones. We hosted the

blog on Medium and optimized it

for viral sharing, with lots of photos,

punchy writing, and a call to action

encouraging readers to help other

pet owners.



&gt; Outcome
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e estimate that we have reached 3.5 million

people, working diligently on several fronts.

Since our work began, at least two

supermarket chains (Schnucks in the St. Louis area and

Jewel-Osco with stores largely in the Chicago area) have

stopped selling the product; a class

action lawsuit on behalf of consumers

has been filed in California.

We continue to be in contact with

national retailer Walmart in an effort

to get that company to recognize the

dangers.

We also continue to work with the

manufacturer, whose position has been,

“we don’t think we have a problem,”

Report on Fox 6, Milwaukee

Report on KSDK, St. Louis

on resolving complaints as we try

to convince the company, in phone

conversations and certified letters, of the

dangers of the bones.

We’ve had almost 2000 pageviews of

our latest press release about Dynamic

Pet Products and almost 1300 hits to our

blog post—more than double the next

highest amount of traffic any of our other

blog posts has received.

Report on WBZ, Boston

Report on KATU, Portland

Even more people have seen our

content through social media. BBB|St.

Our story was covered 17 times by news stations across the country.



Our work also has solidified our

Louis’s Facebook post about

BY THE NUMBERS

relationships with local regulators.

Dynamic Pet Products was seen

Senator McCaskill has invited us to

by 26,650 people, was shared by

reach out to her staff at any point if we

160, and was liked by 811. Even

have other products or services that

more people shared the link to

pageviews of our

we feel are harming the public. This

the blog without sharing our post,

latest press release

partnership improves our ability to help

and we feel confident to estimate

people in our region in the future.

that social media posts about

Dynamic Pet Products were seen

BBB|St. Louis is proud of the results

by thousands more people.

of our educational efforts. Our multihits to our blog post platform communication strategy

Estimates of TV viewership

successfully took

show that approximately 920,000

into account all

people across the country have

audiences interested

seen one of the news stories

in the story, so

about Dynamic Pet Products. In

views of our

our message was

those communities where media

Facebook post

effectively tailored

have picked up the story, the

to be impactful and

reaction has been immediate and

shares

shareable, whether

intense. People across the country

it was delivered

are joining BBB in a call to action.

likes

through TV news,

Most impressively, he Haggler

specialized report,

column ran in the Sunday edition of

or social

the New York Times, which has a

media.

circulation, both print and digital, of

views of TV reports

Data

over 2.6 million.

shows

that

Moreover, we know that our

Report on WBZ, Boston

approximately Two supermarket

direct outreach made a real

total consumers reached

3.5 million

chains have

difference to the consumers affected. Many

people have

stopped selling the

consumers we spoke with made a point of

seen and

bones since BBB’s

saying how glad they were that someone

read about

campaign began.

was there to listen to them,

the problems

care about them, give

surrounding the Dynamic Pet

them advice, and advocate

Products Real Ham Bone.

for greater ethics in the

We know our information is

marketplace. Creating

persuasive, too, because two

consumer evangelists like the

supermarkets have

dog owners affected

stopped selling the bones,

by the Real Ham Bone

and our press releases

will help BBB’s brand

and reports are widely

for years to come.

cited by those discussing

the issue.

Educating consumers

about the complaints that

we have seen will help

them to make informed

choices that will keep

their dogs safe. Moreover,

the consumers we’ve

reached now know that

BBB works to advance

marketplace trust, and

that we’re here to help.

We feel that these

efforts have made our

region a more educated

The New York Times’

and safer place to live,

column (above) dramatically

work and do business.

amplified the already wide

coverage of the campaign.
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